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Abstract

"when is a global trained model better ?"

There has been recently a significant boost to machine learning with distributed data, in particular
with the success of federated learning. A common and very challenging setting is that of vertical or feature partitioned data, when multiple
data providers hold different features about common entities. In general, training needs to be preceded by record linkage (RL), a step that finds the
correspondence between the observations of the
datasets. RL is prone to mistakes in the real world.
Despite the importance of the problem, there has
been so far no formal assessment of the way in
which RL errors impact learning models. Work
in the area either use heuristics or assume that the
optimal RL is known in advance. In this paper,
we provide the first assessment of the problem
for supervised learning. For wide sets of losses,
we provide technical conditions under which the
classifier learned after noisy RL converges (with
the data size) to the best classifier that would be
learned from mistake-free RL. This yields new
insights on the way the pipeline RL + ML operates, from the role of large margin classification
on dampening the impact of RL mistakes to clues
on how to further optimize RL as a preprocessing
step to ML. Experiments on a large UCI benchmark validate those formal observations.

In the context of learning from distributed data, approaches
can be segmented in terms of (a) whether the data is vertically or horizontally partitioned and (b) the family of models
being learned. The majority of previous work on (secure)
distributed learning considers a horizontal data partitioning in which data providers record the same features for
different entities or observations, yet real-world cases now
abound where the distribution of data rather fits to the vertical partition (or feature partitioned data) setting (Gu et al.,
2020a). In this case, data providers record different features
for the same entities / observations. This setting is more
challenging than the horizontal one (Gascón et al., 2017),
since it requires finding the correspondence between rows
across providers to create examples that span all features,
and this needs to be done before learning. The broad family
of related techniques are called Record Linkage (RL, or entity matching, entity resolution, Christen (2012)). Error-free
record linkage is often not available in the real-world for
two main reasons. Firstly, unintentional noise may affect
the quality of the linkage. Case studies report that exact
matching can be very damaging when identifiers are not stable and error-prone: 25% of true matches would have been
missed by exact matching in a census operation (Schnell,
2013; Winkler, 2009). The second reason is privacy: altering records with calibrated noise is a way to achieve specific
privacy requirements (Christen, 2016; Kairouz et al., 2021).

1. Introduction
The past few years have seen a very steep increase of the
use of Machine Learning (ML) in the context of Federated Learning (Kairouz et al., 2021), a setting characterized
by decentralized data over peers or clients and privacy constraints for training. Experimental and theoretical challenges
abound, some of which are relevant beyond the privacy
realm of federated learning. One such problem is:
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While linking vertically partitioned data provides more features that should ultimately result in better ML models,
mistakes during record linkage can impair data and thereby
negatively affect ML models. Precisely quantifying the impact of record linkage on ML models is a non-trivial and
important open problem (Kairouz et al., 2021, Section 3),
all the more as RL algorithms now abound (Christophides
et al., 2020): abstracting and understanding their impact at
a high level on the RL + ML pipeline is crucial. Existing
approaches are either heuristic (Kang et al., 2020) or make
the assumption that the solution to RL is known a priori
(Gascón et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2020a;b), which would often
be violated in the real world (Hernández & Stolfo, 1998).
Our formal contribution provides a detailed coverage of
this problem for linear models, that are a key component to
federated learning (Gu et al., 2020a). Figure 1 presents a
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Figure 1: In a centralized learning setting (right pane), a single peer holds medical and pharmaceutical records and then
learns a classifier θ ∗ from this data to predict a class. In a distributed vertically partitioned learning setting (left pane),
data features are split among peers (here, a medical and a pharmaceutical peer). At least one peer has the class feature.
There exists an ideal mapping which allows us to reconstruct the same database as in the centralized setting (dashed orange
arrows), but because some entries in the peers’ databases are noisy, our linkage (black arrows) is different. The mismatch
between the ideal linkage and ours can be represented by an unknown permutation matrix P̂. As a downstream consequence,
the classifiers learned in the centralized (θ ∗ ) and distributed (θ̃ ∗ ) settings are different, so a question we address is: what are
the conditions on P̂ that guarantee θ̃ ∗ →m θ ∗ , where m is the number of examples (rows)? (Best viewed in color)
sample case with two peers, highlighting the key parameters
of our analysis. θ ∗ is the optimal centralized model and
θ̃ ∗ is the model learned in the distributed setting after entity
resolution. Given dataset size m (number of rows), we first
establish conditions to have for some α > 0,

kθ̃ ∗ − θ ∗ k2
kθ ∗ k2


= O

1
mα


.

There are two main technical conditions to get there: one
relies on the size of P̂ and its factorization as elementary
permutations, the other on the regularisation of the loss considered. Our theory brings a number of hints on how the
RL + ML pipeline operates. A crucial one for RL is that
not all RL errors are equal for ML and one should try to
control not just the overall RL errors, but also the errors
mixing observations of different classes. Another is the way
large margin classification on θ ∗ implies correct labeling
on θ̃ ∗ , whereby large margins abolish all negative effect
of RL mistakes on classification. We coin this result the
immunity of large margin classification to RL mistakes, and
believe it brings a very strong justification to learning over
vertically partitioned data such as in the context of federated
learning, since this setting pools more features for learning
and thereby increases further margins.
Our experimental contribution includes testing simple
RL algorithms especially accounting for the class information, displaying that margin immunity is indeed observed
experimentally and testing RL parameters that our theory

predicts to give insights on downstream ML models’ errors.
Our experiments do not just validate our theory, we believe
they provide several key insights on how to optimize and
evaluate RL in the context of a ML+RL pipeline, in a field
marked by an extreme paucity of formal insights but clearly
becoming prominent in the context of federated learning
(and also relevant to centralized learning, joining datasets
being not just a constraint for distributed learning).
The rest is organised as follows. Section § 2 gives definitions.
§ 3 presents our formal results, followed by experiments in
§ 4. § 5 discusses our results and their extension to more
losses and models, and a last Section concludes our paper.
To save space and for readability, all proofs and complete
experiments are postponed to a supplement (‘SM’).

2. Definitions
Supervised learning, losses — Let [n] = {1, 2, ..., n}. In
ordinary batch supervised learning setting, one is given a
.
set of m examples Ŝ = {(x̂i , yi ), i ∈ [m]}, where x̂i ∈
d
X ⊆ R is an observation (X is called the domain) and
yi ∈ {−1, 1} is a label, or class (the ‘hat’ notation shall be
explained below). Our objective is to learn a linear classifier
θ ∈ Rd . θ gives every x ∈ X a label equal to sign(θ > x).
The goodness of fit of θ on Ŝ is measured by a loss function,
which we take as a Ridge-regularized Taylor loss. Each
.
such loss `F is defined by `F (Ŝ, θ; Γ) = L + R with
.

.

L = Ei [F (yi θ > x̂i )] , R = θ > Γθ .

(1)
.

Γ is symmetric positive semi-definite and F (z) = a + bz +
cz 2 for a ∈ R, b, c ∈ R∗ . This definition is very general:
we do not assume that F is convex (c ≥ 0) nor even classifi-
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cation calibrated (b < 0, Bartlett et al. (2006)). Any twice
differentiable loss can locally be approximated by a Taylor
loss, and Taylor losses have a longstanding history in federated learning: be it just the square loss Ridge-regularized,
(Esperança et al., 2017; Gascón et al., 2017; Giacomelli
et al., 2017; Nikolaenko et al., 2013) or a Taylor approximation of a loss (Aono et al., 2016; Djatmiko et al., 2017).
Learning from distributed data — In learning from distributed data (distributed learning for short), Ŝ is built from
separate data-handling sources, called peers. In our vertical
partition setting, we have two peers A and B, each of which
has the description of the m examples on a subset of the
d features. At least one peer (A by default) has the labels.
Matching observations among datasets of A and B involves
a step called record linkage (Christen, 2012).
Characterization of linkage mistakes — To formally analyze our problem, we assume that the observed dataset Ŝ
.
is created from an unknown dataset S = {(xi , yi ), i ∈ [m]}
whose observation features have been split between A and B.
If we define X ∈ Rd×m as the matrix storing (columnwise)
observations of S, then each row of X is held by A or B.
Without loss of generality (wlog), we assume the ‘or’ to be
exclusive: some features may be observed in both peers,
such as "Name" and "DOB" in Fig 1, but either they are
useless for ML (e.g. because they are unique identifiers) or
only one copy would be kept for ML. There is thus both an
ideal X and an estimated observation matrix X̂ giving the
observations of Ŝ and built from RL. To understand how the
differences between X̂ and X impact learning, we need to
drill down into the formalization of X̂. Both matrices can
be represented by block matrices on the features of A (XA )
and B (XB ):




XA
XA
.
.
X=
, X̂ =
,
(2)
.
XB
X̂B = XB P̂
where P̂ ∈ {0, 1}m×m is an unknown permutation matrix
capturing the mistakes of linkage. Wlog, the features of
A are not affected by linkage. Any permutation matrix
can be factored as a product of elementary permutation
matrices, each swapping two rows/columns of the identity
I m (Bierens, 2004). So, let:
T
Y



XA
X̂tB



two observations in X̂t−1 to create X̂t , elementary permutation Pt involves at most four distinct observations from
X if we take into account their A-parts as well. Denote as
a, b (resp. a0 , b0 ) the two observations from X whose A-part
(resp. B-part) is involved in Pt , where we do not put the t
index on observations for readability. For the first elementary permutation involved (t = 1) we have (a, b) = (a0 , b0 ).
Figure 2 (Pane [A], left) put those names in context for an
elementary permutation P2 . Notice that, as formalized in
(2), only the B-part is affected by the permutation. An important parameter of P̂ for our theory is its size, T . Another
one is the mistakes each elementary permutation causes wrt
X. We model them as follows: if such an elementary permutation happens, it is because the A-parts involved are not too
dissimilar from each other, and similarly for the two B-parts
involved. This suggests a simple way to quantify the incorrectness of each elementary permutation (wF for w ∈ Rd
denotes subvector of w with features of peer F ∈ {A, B}).
Definition 1 We say that Pt is (ε, τ )-inexact for some
ε, τ ≥ 0, ε ≤ 1 iff for any w ∈ Rd ,
|(a − b)>
A wA |

|(a0 − b0 )>
B wB |

≤ ε · |a> w| ∨ |b> w| + τ · kwk2 (,4)

≤ ε · |a0> w| ∨ |b0> w| + τ · kwk2(5)
,

.

where ∨ = max. We say that P̂ is (ε, τ )-inexact iff each Pt
is (ε, τ )-inexact, ∀t ∈ [T ].
We check that if P̂ is (0, 0)-inexact then permutations happen only between identical examples and so we have P̂ = I
wlog, i.e. RL makes no mistakes. Figure 2 (Pane [A], left)
illustrates Definition 1. Figure 2 (Pane [A], right) illustrates
the two types of mistakes that motivate the Definition:
[1] linkage mistakes with unnormalized measures like dis-

tances, happening because observations are similar.
Suppose that there exists a small u > 0 such that
k(a − b)A k2 ≤ u and k(a0 − b0 )B k2 ≤ u. In this
case, since Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the fact that
norms cannot increase by orthogonal projection bring
for example |(a − b)>
A wA | ≤ ukwA k2 ≤ ukwk2 , we
can easily conclude that Pt is (0, u)-inexact;

t
Y

Pj , ∀t ∈ [T ]. (3) [2] linkage mistakes with normalized measures or that are
‘blind’ to norms. In this case, suppose that mistake
t=1
j=1
happen with nearly collinear observations: (a − b)A =
u · aA + v and aB = 0 for some small |u| > 0 and
Each P. denotes an elementary permutation matrix, and T ,
>
kvk2 ≤ |u|. We get |(a − b)>
the size of P̂, is unknown. The corresponding sequence
A wA | ≤ |u| · |aA wA | +
>
>
|v wA | ≤ |u| · |a w| + |u|kwk2 ≤ |u| · |a> w| ∨
X̂0 , X̂1 , ..., X̂T constructs X̂T = X̂ from X̂0 = X.
|b> w| + |u|kwk2 , so Pt is (|u|, |u|)-inexact without
making assumptions on the norm of aA .
P̂ =

.

Pt ; X̂t =

.

, X̂tB = XB

3. A theory for the RL + ML pipeline

Useful parameters of P̂ — We start by the characterisation
of the useful parameters of P̂. By switching the B-part of

It is arguably hard to end up with a theory for RL + ML that
fully covers the zoo of RL techniques, yet ours does so for a
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[B]
a
>

>
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<latexit

XA

P2

XA

B

w

<latexit sha1_base64="wTLuUvEtHyz6MoJRCf4+nwDplHk=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="wTLuUvEtHyz6MoJRCf4+nwDplHk=">AAAG+nicbZV
<latexit
sha1_base64="wTLuUvEtHyz6MoJRCf4+nwDplHk=">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</latexit>

+⌧ kwk2

_
<latexit sha1_base64="5pYFSlsFB/yrJ5OKtJHYHe7mBVw=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="yH2BpZIFuNSRr8NMtzHTnT/80LE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="gYlhDSetitXzOUsXtUtdtDJh+DA=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="jAPoAMtlgykJDsbOIPeAUiSSP7k=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3Z8C0zFE5F0m6Lgljx2480ERsaY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="Vy8nJ1zsuAo6b/QKVzneWKyDN3s=">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</latexit>

a

<latexit sha1_base64="gJig7IkvXXB0czR0TUnkdNw5Vkg=">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</latexit>

X̂

>

w

"

-

<latexit sha1_base64="5Y54w7DEXWY8xJs8e3h9adOhN+Q=">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</latexit>

X̂2BB
<latexit sha1_base64="Q+RF2jChHzEGvBQGIPYuDBPmWpQ=">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</latexit>
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the class of observation a is different from the class of
observation b (see for example Figure 2, Pane [A], left). Let
ρ

.

=

(T+ /T ) ∈ [0, 1]

(8)

denote the proportion of such elementary permutations.
Key parameters for our results — Quite remarkably, all
our results depend on two parameters only, each characterizing a distinct unknown: the ideal classifier θ ∗ learned on
S (δθ ) and the unknown permutation P̂ (δP̂,` ):

.

δθ = kθ ∗ k2 X∗

,

.

δP̂,` =

ρ|b|Lξ
.
|c|

Notice that δP̂,` also aggregates loss parameters. These
can globally be seen as penalties — the smaller they are,
the less impact has P̂ on learning. The most important for
learning appears to be δP̂,` and when P̂ is ‘good enough’
that ρ = 0 (no linkage mistakes between classes), we have
δP̂,` = 0, which appears to bring substantially better bounds.
.

We let µ = (1/m) · kX̂k2F (= kXk2F ), where k.kF denotes
Frobenius norm, and λ◦ (.) denote the smallest eigenvalue.
Assumption 2 We say that the data-loss calibration assumption holds iff the two constraints are satisfied:
(a) Maxnorm regularization: regularizor’s Γ satisfies (b, c
are the Taylor loss parameters)


1
1 1
X∗2
≤
·
min
,
0≤
,
(9)
cµ + λ◦ (Γ)
2
|b| 4|c|
(b) Minimal size: m ≥ 4 · max{1, ξ · max{1, 2|c|/|b|}}.
Condition (a) implies the full Taylor loss to be strictly convex and sufficiently regularized, with essentially λ◦ (Γ) =
Ω(X∗2 ), but the hidden constant can be fairly small depending on the loss parameters (in particular if F is a proper loss
in eq. (1), more in Section 5). Condition (b) just postulates
that m is larger than a small constant. Note that both (a) and
(b) can be checked for observed data, as for example X∗ is
bounded by twice the max observed norm.
Main result — We now show how θ̃ ∗ deviates from θ ∗ .
Theorem 3 Suppose the data-loss calibration assumption
holds. Then we have:


1
δP̂,`
3
kθ̃ ∗ − θ ∗ k2
ξ4
2
4
≤
·T · ξ +
. (10)
kθ ∗ k2
m
δθ
If furthermore P̂ is α-bounded, then


δP̂,`
3
kθ̃ ∗ − θ ∗ k2
4 +
≤
C(m)
·
ξ
,
kθ ∗ k2
δθ

(11)

α
.
with C(m) = ξ 1/4 /m .
(proof in SM, Section I.2) Theorem 3 calls for the following
remarks:
. the drift between optimal classifiers vanishes with m
if P̂ is ‘small’
enough to be α-bounded. More, if e.g.
√
T = o( m) then we get C(m) →+∞ 0 regardless of
the algorithm chosen for record linkage. Otherwise, to
get ξ small enough for P̂ to be α-bounded, this suggests
to use features in RL that are also discriminative for ML;
. Hindrances to convergence can appear when δθ  δP̂,` ,
such as when kθ ∗ k2 is small. To prevent that, one can focus on decreasing linkage mistakes between classes (ρ),
which results in decreasing δP̂,` . This suggests to design
record linkage algorithms that use class information to
link datasets. Notice that tweaking the loss to decrease
|b|/|c| = |(F 0 /F 00 )(0)| in δP̂,` does not achieve the goal
as this potentially decreases kθ ∗ k2 as well.
The influence of large margin classification on θ ∗ — We
now show that large margin classification on θ ∗ guarantees
right classification on θ̃ ∗ provided m is large enough, a
phenomenon we define as immunity to record linkage.
Definition 4 Fix κ >0. θ̃ ∗ is immune
linkage
 to
 record
 at
∗>
∗>
margin κ iff ∀(x, y), yθ x > κ ⇒ y θ̃ x > 0 .
Hence, (x, y) receives the right class by both θ ∗ and θ̃ ∗ —
the corresponding margin may vary however.
Theorem 5 If the data-loss calibration assumption holds
then for any κ > 0, θ̃ ∗ is immune to record linkage at
margin κ as long as:
3

m

>

1

ξ4T2

ξ 4 δθ + δP̂,`
κ

.

(12)

If furthermore P̂ is α-bounded, θ̃ ∗ is immune to record
linkage at margin κ if
3

m

>

1
4

ξ ·

ξ 4 δθ + δP̂,`
κ

! α1
.

(13)

(proof in SM, Section I.3) Theorem 5 is interesting for the
relationships between m (data), ξ (permutation) and κ (margin) to achieve immunity ‘at scale’ by controlling permutation mistakes between classes. In particular,
. if δP̂,`  δθ , such as when RL mistakes between classes
(ρ) are small enough, the smallest possible margin κ at
which immunity holds converges to zero at rate 1/mα .
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Setting
G REEDY RL
G REEDY RL+ C
G REEDY RL+ C̃

on peer A

7
X
X

Labels:
on peer B

used (RL)

7
7

Noisy/X

7
X
X

Table 1: Baselines for RL with respect to using labels.

Indeed, the maximal optimal margin is bounded by δθ
by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Theorem 5 says that if
.
δP̂,`  δθ , picking κ = δ · δθ for 0 < δ < 1 brings immunity at margin κ if δ = Ω(C(m)) where C(m) is defined in
Theorem 3, so the lowest possible margin from which immunity holds indeed converges to zero at rate 1/mα . We can
indeed get δP̂,`  δθ if ρ sufficiently small since δP̂,` ∝ ρ.
To illustrate this, Figure 2, Pane [B] (right) displays the
proportion of the max margin δθ from which we are guaranteed immunity as a function of m, for two values of α
if ρ = 0, using the conservative upperbound ξ ≤ 2. As α
increases, we are guaranteed immunity for a larger range.
E.g. if α = 0.5, m = 106 , then all examples with margin
≥ 0.002 · δθ on θ ∗ receive the right class on θ̃ ∗ .

4. Experiments
Our experiments have been designed to test three key findings: (i) the influence of RL mistakes between classes on
ML models, (ii) margin immunity to RL mistakes and (iii)
how RL parameters ξ, T offer insights on both train and test
ML errors. The related sections are mirrored in the SM.
Setting — We consider the realistic setting in which there
exists a small set of features that is present in both peers A
and B. We call them the shared features and use them for
RL. This setting is realistic considering, for example, that
many businesses or government bodies would share basic
information about their customers (such as gender, postal
code, age, contact number, etc.) (Patrini et al., 2016). We
then put noise in those shared features as a slider to vary
the hardness of the task. Noise injection follows standard
modelling for noise in the field where given probability p, a
value is replaced by a ‘neighboring’ value, where the neighboring relationship is determined by the attribute domain
(Christen & Pudjijono, 2009). We use a similarity measure
between observed shared vectors based on the cosine similarity, which is simple and standard among token-based RL
approaches. Given observations from A and B, the cosine
.
similarity cos
f between them is cos(.,
f .) = 1 + cos(., .)1 ,
where arguments are the subvectors of shared values. ML
models obtained from AdaBoost (Schapire & Singer, 1999).
Domains — We used 15 UCI domains (Blake et al., 1998)
1

‘+1’ used to get a non-negative similarity measure.

from which we have generated our distributed data using
the following process: given a set of shared features, split
randomly the remaining features between A and B. The
shared features of B are then noisified using the process
sketched above. A always has access to the classes. Some
UCI domains have features that would be a natural fit for
shared features: for UCI creditcard, we have used sex, education, marriage, age as shared features. The complete list
of domains, inclusive of shared attributes used and statistics,
is given in SM (Table A1). For some UCI domains, we
have considered two simulations, one in which the shared
attributes are highly correlated with the class (H) and one in
which they are not (L, Table 2). The proportion of linkage errors between classes for the class agnostic G REEDY RL (see
below) goes up to ≈ 25%, which is very significant, and the
proportion of shared features ranges from ≈ 3% to > 30%.
Algorithms and baselines for RL — Notation I shall refer
to subsets of [m]2 where first arguments are indexes in A
and second arguments are indexes in B. Any solution to
RL is a set I0 of cardinal m. The algorithms we design
use a simple and efficient subroutine we call G REEDY(I),
where I ⊆ [m]2 is a set of couple of indexes from A × B:
starting from Ig = ∅, put couple (i∗A , i∗B ) ∈ I whose indexed
observations have largest cos
f in Ig , remove i∗A , i∗B from I,
and repeat until I = ∅. Finally, return Ig . G REEDY has
1/2-approximation of the optimum (Avis, 1983, Theorem
4). The baselines below are summarized in Table 1.
Our first algorithm for RL, G REEDY RL, is a simple use of G REEDY without class information: we let
Ig ←G REEDY([m]2 ) and then perform RL using Ig .
Our second algorithm, G REEDY RL+ C̃(p0 ), corresponds to
the case where both parties have knowledge of the class
label, and the same proportion of positive examples, eventually noisified. This is a ’vertical-partition-amenable’ version
of the real world setting where parties would have prior
knowledge of such a population-wide proportion, with then
eventual individual mismatches (e.g. positive examples of
A being negative in B and vice versa). We simulate permutation noise over labels in B: we randomly permute a
random positive class and a random negative class for p0 m
iterations in B, where p0 is the noise parameter. We consider p0 ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2}.
p0 = 0.2 can be considered a fairly large noise. The ER
algorithm is then straightforward: let I+ ⊆ [m]2 (resp. I− )
denote all couples of positive (resp. negative) examples
+
indexes among peers. We then run I+
g ←G REEDY (I ),
−
−
+
−
Ig ←G REEDY(I ) and perform RL using Ig and Ig .
Our third algorithm, G REEDY RL+ C, is a setting where B
does not have classes. We proceed by a four-step approach
in which B learns classes based on shared features:
. G REEDY RL+ C:
(i) Let Ig ← G REEDY RL; discard couples in Ig whose
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Domain

Noise p

‘Ideal’

G REEDY RL[as is | + C | + C̃]
as is

phishingH

creditcard

firmteacher

phishingL

0.05
0.1
0.3
0.05
0.1
0.3
0.05
0.1
0.3
0.05
0.1
0.3

8.03
7.92
7.96
23.26
23.26
23.26
12.45
12.39
12.35
7.97
7.89
7.91

8.40
8.35
8.90
23.26
41.87
42.49
17.57
21.03
20.45
14.80
11.11
13.73

1
8.08
8.23
9.15
23.26
40.66
41.19
18.03
21.06
∗
21.12
14.82
11.11
13.73

+ C(k)
2
5
8.18
8.70
8.16
8.36
8.91
9.01
23.26
23.26
41.46 ∗ 36.91
42.03 ∗ 38.82
18.23
17.75
21.29
21.51
∗
21.16
20.32
14.99
15.02
11.11
11.11
13.73
13.73

10
8.62
8.51
8.86
23.26
36.89
∗
36.51
18.00
21.54
20.34
14.98
11.11
13.73

0
8.17
7.92
8.39
23.26
∗∗
23.26
∗∗
23.26
∗∗
12.71
∗∗
12.89
∗∗
12.54
∗∗
7.91
∗∗
8.02
∗∗
8.29

0.01
8.05
∗
7.76
∗
8.09
23.26
∗∗
23.26
∗∗
23.26
∗∗
12.68
∗∗
12.71
∗∗
12.45
∗∗
8.27
∗∗
7.92
∗∗
8.51

0.02
8.05
8.01
∗
8.17
23.26
∗∗
23.26
∗∗
23.26
∗∗
12.71
∗∗
12.73
∗∗
12.42
∗∗
8.44
∗∗
7.82
∗∗
8.47

0.03
8.14
8.21
8.46
23.26
∗∗
23.26
∗
24.72
∗
13.06
∗∗
12.72
∗∗
12.73
∗∗
8.45
∗∗
7.82
∗∗
8.44

+ C̃(p0 )
0.04
8.23
8.72
8.67
23.26
∗∗
23.26
∗
25.01
∗∗
13.02
∗∗
13.14
∗∗
12.81
∗∗
8.61
∗∗
7.91
∗∗
8.60

0.05
8.95
8.76
9.05
23.26
∗
26.19
∗
32.28
∗∗
13.35
∗∗
13.36
∗∗
13.00
∗∗
8.83
∗∗
8.11
∗∗
8.80
∗

0.10
10.84
∗
9.61
∗
11.49
23.26
42.65
40.87
∗
14.81
∗∗
14.82
∗∗
14.54
∗∗
9.94
∗∗
8.50
∗∗
9.16
∗

0.15
12.85
∗∗
12.86
∗∗
13.5
23.26
43.08
41.75
∗
15.90
∗
16.98
∗∗
16.05
∗∗
10.16
∗∗
9.32
∗∗
9.81
∗∗

0.20
15.41
∗∗
15.29
∗∗
15.46
23.26
44.36
40.89
17.38
∗
18.06
∗∗
17.44
∗∗
11.18
∗
10.65
∗∗
10.54
∗∗

Table 2: Results (extract, test errors) comparing, for three values of the shared features noise (p), the approaches built on
top of G REEDY RL to ‘Ideal’. Full results over all UCI domains provided in SM, Table A2. Red denote results that are
statistically outperformed by G REEDY RL; Green denote results of G REEDY RL[+ C | + C̃] statistically better than greedyER.
One star (∗) indicated p-value in (10−6 , 10−2 ], two stars (∗∗) indicated p-value ≤ 10−6 (best viewed in color).

Step (iv) is mandatory as in general we are not guaranteed
that labels match in number between classes.
Our last baseline is just the ideal RL: since our vertical partition setting is simulated, we consider the perfect linkage
that provides the true training sample S for ML. We call
this baseline I DEAL to compare against the RL approaches.
The class is key to optimizing RL — Extracts of our results are displayed in Table 2 (Complete results in SM, Table A2). Several observations come to the fore. First, as
G REEDY RL makes more linkage mistakes on observations
from different classes, the more beneficial it is to use the
class information for RL. On domains firmteacher, phishing, using the class information is almost always on par
with or (significantly) better than G REEDY RL. Second, the
improvement can be extremely significant as witnessed by
domains creditcard or firmteacher, with almost 20 % improvement when using (even noisy) classes on creditcard,
and still up to 6% improvement when using predicted classes
(G REEDY RL+ C) on creditcard. This is good news because
the shared features we used on creditcard — sex, education, marriage, age — are typically those that could be
shared in a federated learning setting. Table 2 also displays
that RL+ML can be competitive even against I DEAL. The
phishing domain displays the two experiments using shared
attributes that are highly correlated (H) or not (L) with class.
Predictably, using class information brings the biggest edge
when shared features are not correlated with class.
The approach that learns classes in G REEDY RL+ C is simple but still manages to deliver significant improvements in

%

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
margin on θ*

winewhite
G REEDY RL+ C(5)

1
~
cumulated err. on θ*

1
~
cumulated err. on θ*

similarity is below the median; assign labels in B for
the remaining couples in Ig using labels in A;
(ii) complete labelling in B using a k-NN algorithm
based its labels obtained from (i);
(iii) run G REEDY RL+ C̃ on labeled data;
(iv) link the remaning observations using G REEDY RL.

%

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-200 -150 -100 -50

0

50

100 150 200

margin on θ*

creditcard
G REEDY RL+ C(10)

Figure 4: Margin distribution on two domains with shared
attribute noise p = 0.3. The magenta histogram displays
the distribution of margins of θ ∗ on training. The green
curve is the cumulated relative error of θ̃ ∗ above some
margin x relative to θ ∗ . For example, on winewhite, less
than 20% of the errors on training happen on examples with
positive margin, and approximately no error happens on
examples with positive margin above 0.5 — in other words,
all examples with margin above 0.5 on θ ∗ receive the right
class from θ̃ ∗ and so, following Definition 4, θ̃ ∗ happens
to be immune to record linkage at margin 0.5. Since the
maximal margin recorded for θ ∗ is ≈ 3.0, we see in this
example that immunity occurs for a comparatively small
positive margin (best viewed in color, see text for details).

some cases, typically high noise for shared features (creditcard) or shared features sufficiently correlated with class.
Finally, we keep in mind that these results are obtained
for simulations that include in general a small number of
shared features (2.8 on average) and a shared feature noise
that ranges up to p =30%, which would correspond to relatively challenging practical settings. This suggests that
there would be for most domains good reasons to carry out
tailored approaches to record linkage for learning with the
ambition to challenge the unknown learner having access to
the ideally linked data. This is no surprise: it is known that
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the sufficient statistics for the class for linear models is very
simple for many losses (Patrini et al., 2014), so we should
not expect perfect record linkage to be necessary for ML.
Observation of immunity of large margin classification
to RL mistakes – To our knowledge, such a result has never
been documented, even experimentally, but it would represent a significant support for federated learning since one
can hope, by joining diverse databases, to increase not just
the accuracy of classifiers but in fact the optimal margins
of θ ∗ over examples, thereby bringing immunity to the mistakes of record linkage for examples that would attain sufficiently large margins. But how ‘large’ a margin? On each
domain, we have computed the margin distributions of θ ∗ —
approximated by the output of AdaBoost ran on the training
sample S for twice the usual number of iterations, that is,
2000 (we do this for all cross validation folds). We then
compute, for all examples, whether they are given the right
class by θ̃ ∗ . We finally compute the cumulative error distribution, in between 0 and 1, of θ̃ ∗ . For any x ∈ [κm , κM ]
(the interval of observed margins), the cumulative error on
x is just the proportion of errors occurring for margins in
the interval [x, κM ]. When x = κm , this is just 1. Figure 4
provides two examples of curves obtained, which does not
just validate immunity: on winewhite, it shows that it can
happen for a quite small margin (≈ 0.5) with respect to the
maximal margin (κM ≈ 3.0), which reinforces the support
for federated learning. On creditcard, we have κM ≈ 188
while immunity happens at margin ≈ 100. Less than 1% of
mistakes of θ̃ ∗ have margin larger than 30 on θ ∗ .
RL impact on ML via ξ or T – If our theory empirically
stands, then Thm 3 yields reasonable causal dependences:
RL inaccuracy % ⇒ ξ, T % ⇒ ML performances &

ξ and T thus offer simple scalar dials to linking upstream
RL and downstream ML. To estimate those, we lowerbound T , the size of P, following the simple linear factorisation trick before (6). In this sequence, we com.
pute an upperbound of ξ for ε = 0 in (6): letting B =
maxt max{kat − bt k2 , ka0t − b0t k2 } where at , bt , a0t , b0t
are the four observations involved in Pt (Section 3), we then
have ξ ≤ B. Figure 5 provides two example plots (more
plots in SM) clearly displaying such a picture: a ‘cone’
(dashed, left) showing the error range is displayed for ξ
(left), the apex clearly located around the min ξ for small
dots, while as dots get bigger (signalling more noise p0 and
thus a harder RL), one moves towards the ‘north east’ part of
the plot, also showing worse ML errors on the y axis. Interestingly, such a description also holds on test errors (right).
Estimating ξ, T from RL could yield insights on potential
impacts on deployed ML models. Getting finely optimized
parameters for a better picture than the one we observe
would impose computing feasible P̂s under upperbounding
constraints on ξ: from (6), optimizing the decomposition
for T can indeed degrade ξ and vice versa.

Figure 5: Breast-wisc: train (left) and test (right) errors of
G REEDY RL+ C̃ as a function of ξ (upperbound, left) and T
(lowerbound, right). The bigger the disks, the larger p0 .

5. Discussion
Beyond Taylor losses – Our results extend beyond Taylor
losses, albeit in a more qualitative and asymptotic manner. For any F twice differentiable, any loss `F , eventually
sufficiently regularized, can be locally approximated in a
neighborhood of any local minimum by some Ridge regularized convex Taylor loss with a specific parameterization.
Because the Taylor loss we analyze is in fact the leading
terms of the Taylor expansion of the loss `F , F being sufficiently differentiable (Section 2), all results hold in a limit
sense for `F as well, that is, as m → ∞. Let C denote
the set of local minima of `F (Ŝ, θ; γ, Γ) — omitting dependences in Ŝ, γ, Γ. a, b, c refer to the degree-2 polynomial
decomposition after (1) and P is the related polynomial.
Theorem 6 ∀λ◦ > 0 and sample Ŝ, there exists λ∗ > 0
such that for any loss `F (Ŝ, θ; ΓF ) satisfying λ↑1 (ΓF ) ≥
λ∗ and any θ ∗ ∈ C, there exists a convex Taylor loss
`P (Ŝ, θ; ΓP ) such that (i) a = F (0), b = F 0 (0); (ii)
arg minθ `P (Ŝ, θ; ΓP ) = θ ∗ , and (iii) λ↑1 (ΓP ) ≥ λ◦ . Furthermore, if F is strictly convex, then c > 0.
(Proof in SM, Subsection I.4) The proof shows that λ∗ depends on the (finite) supremum of F 00 in a certain interval.
A relevant technical question is the strength of the regularization imposed (λ∗ ) — there would be little interest in
an equivalence that would make the regularizer dominate
the loss. The SM contains the proof that λ∗ is small for a
wide subset of major losses for supervised learning called
proper, i.e. for which Bayes rule is optimal. To be complete
with technical assumptions, we have also assumed wlog
that the null vector is not optimal for the Taylor loss — it
would also hold when F 0 (0) 6= 0, which is e.g. ensured for
classification calibrated losses (Bartlett et al., 2006).
Beyond linear models – Working with linear models is
technically convenient and a good fit for federated learning
(Kairouz et al., 2021) but does not tell the full story of the
application of our results. A deep model can be thought
of as a model which replaces classification using θ > x by
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θ > ϕ(x) where ϕ : X → Rd is a learned ‘deep’ feature
.
embedding: ϕ = hn ◦ hn−1 ◦ ... ◦ h1 , where each h has
Lipschitz constant L, an assumption now mainstream in
robust learning (Cranko et al., 2019; 2021). Assuming X
is normed (say k.k∗ ) and keeping the same definition for
.
X∗ = maxi kxi k∗ , the changes due to the deep architecture on our results mainly appear in two different places:
.
first in the key parameter δθ = kθ ∗ k2 Ln X∗ , second in the
data-loss calibration assumption where (9) sees X∗ replaced
by Ln X∗ . if L ≤ 1 then the message of our paper stands
without major changes. Otherwise, deep learning affects
negatively m for the immunity of large margin classification
(e.g. a factor O(Ln/α ) in the RHS of (13)), emphasizes a
much stronger regularization on the loss (Assumption 2),
and probably as a consequence gives slightly better bounds
in terms of convergence θ̃ ∗ →m θ ∗ (Theorem 3). This is
just a straight application of our results to deep learning. A
devoted theory could be available with much better insights.
Consequences for federated learning – We emphasize the
paucity of formal results for ML from vertical partitioned
data. There has been no formal treatment of this question
so far, the closest works being related to the restricted case
where one peer would have the complete observations (and
the other the class) (Unnikrishnan et al., 2015; Pananjady
et al., 2017; Flammarion et al., 2016). In the context of
siloed data for federated learning, our results could lead
to RL algorithms designed for the RL + ML pipeline and
privacy compliant. The strength of our results makes it
reasonable to believe that a substantial weakening of the
vertical partition setting to get to (1) is available at affordable formal expense for the pipeline record linkage-learning.
Such a theory would probably bring new key parameters to
the table (like ξ, T ) whose formal analysis would be important to cover the understanding of the RL+ML pipeline.

6. Conclusion
This paper describes a global picture guaranteeing that the
errors of an approximate RL algorithm do not snowball with
those of learning linear models, in a framework compliant
with the increasingly popular federated learning setting, but
also relevant to centralized learning. The key parts rely on
essential properties of the RL algorithm and, to a lesser
extent, on the design (regularization) of the loss. Our setting
offers simple rules on how to approach RL for supervised
learning in different scenarii; at first, it formalizes the intuitive "peace of mind" case, operational already in the small
data regime, where a handful number of RL mistakes cannot damage ML more than the generalization uncertainty
inherent to ML (e.g. the slow rate regime, see Figure 2 [B]).
Second, with our results on margin-based immunity, we
formalise the idea that bringing new features that are informative relatively to the ones we already have can guarantee
good classification. Third, if for some reason RL mistakes

can be large, we formalise strategies to optimise RL as a
preprocessing step to ML, e.g. by focusing on RL mistakes
between classes or limiting the magnitude of mistakes (ξ).
Last and importantly, all this happens with a substantial
disconnect from the choice of the ML loss (§ 5).
We leave two important open question, (1) on the formal
side, the extension of our results to the case where vertical
partition does not hold anymore and some observations in
one peer do not necessarily have a correspondence in the
other, and (2) on the privacy and algorithmic side, as to how
our algorithms can be translated to efficient algorithms in
a secure federated learning environment where RL has to
comply with privacy constraints. The strength of our results
makes it reasonable to believe that a substantial weakening
of the vertical partition setting to get to (1) is available at
affordable formal expense for the pipeline record linkagelearning. This is crucial because this pipeline is pivotal to
federated learning: to our knowledge, there is only one exception to this pipeline (Patrini et al., 2016). It was shown
there how one can learn a model from sufficient statistics
of the class instead of examples, many of which would not
require record linkage to be considered. However, this approach suffers four shortcomings with respect to ours: (a)
the results are developed for the square loss only, (b) building these sufficient statistics always require all peers to have
the classes, (c) their theory does not give a quantitative account of the deviations to the ideal classifier that compares
with ours and (d) experimentally, the approach does not
compare to the ideal classifier, even when shared features
are noise-free.
In all cases, our results are a very strong advocacy for federated learning, and signal the existence of non-trivial tradeoffs for RL to be optimized with the objective of learning
from linked data. This can be interesting not just for our approach to RL but also when RL models are trained models
themselves, providing scores that can be tweaked. These
last observations are important because record linkage is
an active field with a large number of different approaches,
yet still achieving limited consensus regarding the functions
to optimize during RL. We hope our theory helps shape
agreement at least on some for specific usages of RL.
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